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The notion of prefiguration resurfaced in urban geography and social movement literature to describe the
practices of social movements seeking to experience, in the present and through direct action, post-capitalist
lifeworlds. The paper argues that the tactics that underpin prefigurative practices — the focus on immediate
transformations and the recuperation of the agency to act without the mediation of representative structures –not
only typify a form of collective action, but serve to describe a distinct mode of producing urban space. The article
introduces the notion of prefigurative urbanization to depict a territorial process where a plurality of selfmanaged infrastructural manifestations, replaces the role played by sovereign institutions and planning tech
nologies in organizing spatio-temporal relations. The term captures how infrastructural scripts are used as
repertoires to anticipate and project new regimes of subjectification, transform patterns of accumulation and
prefigure modalities of spatial inclusion and exclusion. The article is structured in two parts. The first expands
the notion of prefiguration form a type of collective action, associated with radical, anti-capitalist urban
movements, to a logic of urbanization. It argues that prefiguration is practiced through the articulation of
contrasting infrastructural repertoires that define both how territories are produced and urban politics is prac
ticed. The second part draws on ethnographic material collected through an action research project conducted in
Guayaquil (Ecuador) and examines how prefigurative urbanization unfolds through the infrastructural practices
carried out by local improvement committees, NGOs, and private developers. The conclusions highlight how
prefigurative urbanizations stage the conflict over the production, access and governance of urban and popular
infrastructures as the ground for urban politics.

1. Introduction
Monte Sinaí is a peripheral urbanization that extends for over 9300
ha in the North West of Guayaquil (Ecuador). Since December 2010, in
an attempt to address the spiraling cases of land trafficking in the set
tlement and with the intention of preventing new invasions into flood
able areas, the central government of Ecuador banned - by an executive
decree1 - the circulation of building materials and the construction of
new dwellings within the newly created security zone (Fig. 1). The
practices carried out by more than 270,0002 people to mend and extend
the fragile infrastructural conduits of the.
Informal settlement; the manoeuvres neighbours regularly perform

to transform their houses and workshops, were declared illegal.
On the ground, however, despite demolitions and evictions executed
by the National Guard and the Unit for the Prevention of Irregular Set
tlements, the decree proved hard to enforce.3 With public works stalled
due to continuing differences between the Municipality of Guayaquil
and the National Government, the emergency zone was turned into an
experimental terrain, where competing scripts gave form to an uncoordinated, half-finished, unstable, infrastructural landscape.
Improvement committees set up garbage collection networks and
neighbourhood cooperatives were forced to purchase and maintain
small transformers, whilst a local NGO promoted the virtues of well
curated emergency bamboo houses. These practices unfold while on
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Executive Presidential Decree number 607, December 28, 2010.
2
This figure is provided by local NGO Hogar de Cristo’s social analysis of the settlement. Current media figures cite 166,000.
3
A member of the national guard, outside the trailer that acted as a base to enforce the decree affirmed: “We can patrol de main avenue; stop people from moving
materials. But we see new bamboo houses everyday.” (interview #6).
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plots ceded to private developers, exceptions and incentives fostered the
construction of real estate projects, turning building sites on peripheral
terrains into infrastructures for accumulation. The decree, far from
halting construction processes, served to expose how central material
and constructive practices have become for determining logics of in
clusion and exclusion and for turning the production of urban futures,
into a defining and quotidian feature of urban politics.
In an attempt to address the impact that self-managed construction
initiatives have in the patterns of sociability and forms of economic
organization of peripheral settlements in Latin America, scholars
resurfaced the notion of prefiguration (Dinerstein, 2014; Ouviña, 2013;
Zibechi). The term, first systematized in the 1970s to depict anarchist
and feminist tactics seeking to experience other forms of power and
social relations (Boggs, 1977; Yates, 2015), is now used to describe the
physical and practical interventions that a plurality of social movements
are putting in place to articulate cooperative and post-capitalist terri
tories. From recuperated factories to horizontal forms of rural produc
tion and open digital infrastructures for exchange, prefigurative
practices are used to advance a new form of urban politics. One that not
only confronts the monopoly of state institutions to govern the trans
formation of urban spaces by expanding the autonomy and agency of
urban collectives and organizations, but also seeks to inscribe a com
moning agenda that experiments with organizational alternatives to
capitalist patterns of valorization and accumulation. In Dinerstein’s
description of autonomous movements in Latin America, prefiguration
emerges as the programmatic and practical interventions that stem from
a conscientious ‘negation of the given’ (2014: 14). In territories that
have been reshaped by the dissolution of what García Linera (2001)
terms ‘factory identities’; where the metropolis is turned into an
expansive site of production (2018) and popular economies are central
for the consolidation of networks of inclusion, politics – according to
Dinerstein - is practiced through experiments with territorial autonomy.
In these geographies of resistance, there is a clear transition from de
mand to praxis (Sitrin, 2014). Urban collectives anticipate and prefigure
the organizational and institutional arrangements needed to experience
– in the present and often outside the mediation of representative
structures – post-capitalist social and spatial relations (Dinerstein,

2014). These movements “… desire neither changes from the state nor to
change the state itself. Rather, implicit in their politics is to live in a
substantially different society” (Sitrin, 2014, p. 256). To experiment
with other forms of organizing production, property rights and gender
dynamics.
Whilst social movement literature has focused on the tactical
configuration of these practices and their impact on relations of power,
within urban geography the emphasis was put on the spatiality of pre
figurative practices. Pickerill and Chatterton (2006), for example,
introduced the notion of autonomous geographies to refer to those “…
spaces where people desire to constitute non-capitalist, egalitarian, and
solidaristic forms of political, social, and economic organization through
a combination of resistance and creation’ (2006: 730). In contrast to the
considerations stemming from studies on collective action, Chatterton
and Pickerill (Chatterton and Pickerill, 2010) move the emphasis from
the ideological purity of the programmatic agenda and the fidelity of
anti-capitalist tactics, to the processes that give shape and content to the
agenda: the prefigurative practices and the everyday spatial adaptations
needed that sustain the initiatives. “[E]veryday practices”, they argue
“… are used as building blocks to construct a hoped-for future in the
present, but that this process is experimental, messy and heavily con
text-dependent” (2010: 475). This prefigurative messiness relies and
manifest itself through autonomous geographies like cooperative hous
ing initiatives or occupied camps.
The dependency of prefigurative practices on spatial arrangements is
more explicitly elaborated in Vasudevan (2015b). For him, the prefig
uration of alternative social and affective orderings derives from an
initial act of occupation. But far from restricting the latter to ephemeral,
event-driven, manifestations of dissent, Vasudevan stresses that occu
pation only unfolds by putting in place what he refers to as radical in
frastructures: spatial platforms that prefigure patterns of sociability that
are not governed or scripted by market rationalities or delegated forms
of authority. “While infrastructures have often splintered contemporary
cities into jarring archipelagos of wealth and poverty”, the focus on
radical infrastructures “… places particular emphasis on the relationship
between occupation and the making of alternative forms of shared
living” (Vasudevan, 2015a, p. 332). In Vasudevan, prefiguration is

Fig. 1. Building prohibited. Edges of the security zone, Monte Sinaí, 2015. @Author. (IMAGE HERE).
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mediated by the social and economic infrastructures that communities
are capable of building and managing.
The association of prefiguration with the invention and construction
of social infrastructures that facilitate other forms of ‘shared living’,
problematizes the way post-capitalist agendas are articulated and pre
sented. For scholars that focus on the mediating role played by in
frastructures, the aspired futures prefigured by organized collectives are
driven by attempts to address and solve existing spatial and social
wrongs. Whist in the original theorizations, post-capitalist, anti-patri
archal and anti-statist ideals seemed to underpin the experiential
transformations, for McFarlane et al. (2014) – for example -, the pro
grammatic agenda gains consistency as the infrastructures that seek to
address the injustices are put in place.4 Access to social infrastructures –
from soup kitchens to textile workshops, is presented as a political end in
its own right, determining the form by which dwellers negotiate their
appearance in urban space (Berlant, 2016). What they prefigure or
anticipate, is not always the permanent or material manifestation of an
idealized urban future: what they are building instead is “… a future in a
society that has always viewed them as people without a future” (Neu
wirth, 2006: 21–22).
The accounts that framed the resurfacing of prefiguration differ in
how they address the spatial dimension and how the programmatic
agenda is shaped. However, there is a general consensus regarding the
actors that are associated with prefigurative practices. In most studies,
prefiguration is still constructed as a form of collective action, per
formed by social movements or organized social collectives. In addition,
prefigurative practices are broadly associated with actions that seek to
redress – through transformed experiences in the present - forms of
dispossession, exclusion or oppression. This essay builds on the contri
butions that have worked on the relation between prefiguration and
infrastructures in peripheral settlements but argues that principles
associated with prefigurative practices are being appropriated by actors
with agendas that are far removed from the post-capitalist and anarchic
sentiments that underpinned the prefigurative experiments in the 1970s
(Boggs, 1977). What peripheral urbanization cases like Monte Sinaí
illuminate, is that private developers, construction firms, NGOs and
government agencies also operate through prefigurative tactics. The
expansion and appropriation of prefigurative tactics, the paper argues,
points to a conceptual actualization. Rather than depicting a form of
collective action, prefiguration now denotes a distinct mode of urbani
zation: a politics of producing urban space through speculative, often
incremental infrastructural arrangements.
Expanding recent scholarly debates on infrastructures and the poli
tics of peripheral urbanizations (Caldeira, 2017), this paper problem
atizes the notion of prefiguration, dismantling its exclusive association
with radical anti-capitalist and emancipatory collective practices. The
article introduces the notion of prefigurative urbanization to depict a
territorial process where the construction of self-managed infra
structural platforms replaces the role played by sovereign institutions
and planning technologies in organizing spatio-temporal relations. The
term captures how these infrastructural scripts, activated by a plurality
of actors, are used as repertoires to inscribe competing regimes of sub
jectification, transform patterns of accumulation and determine mo
dalities of spatial inclusion and exclusion. The article is structured in two
parts. The first expands the notion of prefiguration form a type of col
lective action, associated with radical urban movements, to a logic of
urbanization where the overlapping of infrastructural repertoires de
fines both how territories are produced and urban politics is practiced.

The second part draws on ethnographic material collected through an
action research project conducted in Guayaquil (Ecuador) and examines
how prefigurative urbanization unfolds through an entanglement of
exceptionalism and the infrastructural practices carried out by local
improvement committees, NGOs, the state and private developers. The
conclusions highlight how prefigurative urbanizations stage the conflict
over the production, access and governance of urban and popular in
frastructures as the ground for urban politics.
Methodologically, the paper is based on ethnographic data collected
from three visits (6 months of fieldwork) to Quito and Guayaquil, be
tween 2014 and 2015. The essay focuses on the observation of practices
and the registration of knowledges, constructive skills and organiza
tional dynamics that led to the development of an action-project located
in the neighbourhood of Las Marías (Monte Sinaí)5 that culminated in
the design and construction of three different housing prototypes. With
the support of a local NGO that acted as a gate-keeper, a research team
traced and visualized local building practices and material procurement
networks. The team produced 10 material biographies, visiting resi
dences and registering the tactics of adaptation and expansion
frequently used by dwellers. Plans and sketches of alterations made to
buildings and local infrastructures were collected in 5 different neigh
bourhoods in Monte Sinaí. In addition, the team interviewed 9 local
community leaders in order to comprehend the work done by
improvement committees and their involvement in the construction and
management of local services, food production and commercial outlets.
Finally, we interviewed 12 officials from the Ministry of Urban Devel
opment and Housing of Ecuador in Quito and Guayaquil to understand
the workings of the office in charge for Monte Sinaí’s regeneration
program (Guayaquil Ecológico).

4
For example, for the members that make up the federated cooperatives of
the Squatters and Tenants movement in Buenos Aires, their drive to develop
construction workshops to adapt disused buildings is not framed – primarily –
as a part of a post-capitalist agenda. It is, instead, driven by the need to address
the implications of a real-estate market that is limiting the means of fulfilling
basic housing rights.

5
The project, framed as a collaboration between the research team, House of
Christ (local NGO) and the Ministry of Urban Development and Housing sought
to develop an expandable housing typology, based on bamboo panels, capable
of offering an alternative to the housing units promoted by private developers.
The project envisioned disseminating panel factories across the neighbourhood,
control by local cooperatives. 3 prototypes of the same typology were built.

2. Prefiguration: from radical practice to logic of urbanization
This section traces the conceptual origins of prefiguration. It then
describes how the term resurfaced within urban geography and social
movement theory to catalogue the production of a variety of autono
mous geographies across urban peripheries. It then presents how the
principles underpinning these practices – the dismissal of representative
structures and the use of the present as an experimental field - are being
appropriated by a plurality of actors prefiguring a wider range of socioterritorial futures. It is argued that this appropriation is indicative of a
profound displacement, that turns prefiguration, from a radical
expression of collective action, into a logic of urbanization where the act
of prefiguration is scripted through dispersed self-managed urban in
frastructures projecting — in the present — often conflictive and dys
topic urban futures.
2.1. Prefiguration, disruption and the everyday
The notion of prefiguration was first systematized in contentious
politics literature in the 1970s (Boggs, 1977; Rowbotham, Segal, &
Wainwright, 2013). It served to distinguish the practices and in
terventions carried out by a plethora of radical movements seeking to
expand the margins of collective action by experimenting with
counter-hegemonic models of everyday experience. Closely linked to the
lineage of popular assemblies, soviets and anarchist inspired forms of
mutual aid, prefigurative practices focused on the actuality of change,
the critique of bureaucratic structures and the politics of autonomy
(Ince, 2010). As a political practice, prefiguration referred to an instance
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of invention: a sudden and experimental rearrangement of power and
social relations, performed through actions not mediated or controlled
by representative bodies. From squatters to anarchic communities and
feminist revolts: prefiguration dissociated dissent from protest and
linked it with lived experiences derived from reconfigured norms, spaces
and powers.
Whilst calls for spontaneous and direct action within Marxism had
focused – as in Gramsci’s case - on the spatialities of work and produc
tion, for the new set of prefigurative expressions, activism had to include
and be traversed by the everyday. Rescuing Bakunin’s warnings against
untested and abstract Marxist revolutionary solutions, prefigurative
practices sought to reinstate the agency of groups to experiment with the
socio-spatial relations they were aspiring to achieve, bypassing the
authoritative institutionalization of the state. As stated by Ince, “…
anarchists had already warned of the dangers of a political strategy that
did not explicitly deploy the principles on which a future society would
be based” (2012: 1652). Describing how a new actualization of prefig
uration could serve to bridge between Marxist and anarchist traditions,
Boggs indicated: “the radicalism of the sixties brought a new political
content to the prefigurative tradition. It affirmed the importance of
generalizing the struggles for self-management beyond the point of
production, to include all spheres of social life and all structures of
domination” (1977: 119). For him, political praxis had been delegated
and claimed as an exclusive remit of state agencies and configured as a
domain of representative structures, which in the eyes of feminists, civil
rights activists and anti-capitalist movements, had only served to
reproduce the status-quo. Prefigurative politics sought to carve out a
terrain where praxis would not be subordinated to demand cycles or
bureaucratic temporal frames, but performed directly by autonomous
collectives. Prefiguration entailed experiencing change in the present:
recuperating the right to transform, arrange and administer everyday
relations (Maeckelbergh, 2016).
These prefigurative practices shared and were driven by two prin
ciples: the first established an association of political praxis with au
tonomy (Dinerstein, 2014). Prefiguration involved reclaiming agency, a
form of absolute devolution of the right to make and modify a social
setting, questioning the efficacy and necessity of representative au
thorities and representation as a principle for legitimizing political in
terventions. The second proposition introduced a temporal disruption:
prefigurative actions opened the future as a terrain for present experi
mentations. Notions like utopia and revolution were no longer subor
dinated to the temporalities and sequences of conquered and subverted
institutional politics. Prefigurative politics revolved around, what Bloch
referred to as ‘concrete utopia’: the experiential implications of trying to
establish new forms of possession, commerce and sociability in the
present (Gibson-Graham, 2008). “Practicing prefigurative politics”,
writes Maeckelbergh, “… means removing the temporal distinction be
tween the struggle in the present and a goal in the future; instead, the
struggle and the goal, the real and the ideal, become one in the present”
(Maeckelbergh, 2011).

(Dinerstein, 2014) and the communal councils in Venezuela and Chiapas
(Sitrin & Azzellini, 2014), autonomy and the instantiation of direct
forms of democracy transformed the repertoire for collective action and
highlighted the limits and contradictions of democratic capitalism in its
late neoliberal iteration (Streeck, 2014).
In Latin America, the succession of structural adjustment programs
and the transformation of the geographies of work, splintered modern
working-class identities associated with life in the factories and strong
political party and union affiliations. They were replaced with networks
of solidarity anchored and developed at a neighbourhood and settlement
level (Manzano, 2007; Merklen, 1997; Savampa and Pereyra, 2009). The
crisis of neoliberal agendas, not only triggered a series of debates and
political projects surrounding models of development and critiques of
extractivism (Arboleda, 2016; Svampa, 2013), environmental exploita
tion and the commodification of everyday life (Wilson & Bayón, 2017).
It also prompted profound discussions surrounding the efficacy of liberal
representative democracies to address issues of inequality, universal
access to basic infrastructures and housing (Webber, 2017).
The urban imaginations projected by the wave of ‘new-left’ experi
ments that swept across South America at the beginning of the century,
positioned the distribution of social infrastructures as a means of
expanding citizenship rights (Kessler, 2014). Guaranteeing access to
these planned networks of stable services was presented as a means of
materializing the right to the city (Rolnik, 2014). However, the short
comings of the urban agenda carried out by progressive governments in
the region and the fiscal limitations encountered by municipal govern
ments to address the physical traits of fragmentation and peripherali
zation led to disillusionment amongst social movements, many of whom
had formed part of the ample social coalition that supported
post-neoliberal agendas in Ecuador, Brazil and Argentina. This disen
chantment consolidated their retreat to peripheral territories, swelling
attempts by local organizations, social movements and neighbourhood
dwellers to co-produce and manage their own infrastructural solutions
(Zibechi, 2012).
In this context, prefiguration became associated with a set of
entangled democratic and territorial practices, performed by those who,
residing and circulating on the margins of formal capitalist dynamics,
organized themselves to propose a counter-hegemonic form of produc
ing value and labour relations (Ouviña, 2013). This introduced, ac
cording to Amsler, “a politics of possibility which contests capitalist
imperatives through a combination of ontological, epistemological and
pedagogical resistance to the weapon of ‘no alternative’” (Amsler, 2016:
20). The contemporary literature that typifies prefiguration as a
contentious political practice has done well in describing the plethora of
collective expressions that focus on self-management to resolve part of
their everyday requirements. However, the exclusive and direct associ
ation of prefigurative practices with the construction of post-capitalist
relations and spaces, captures only a fragment of a series of prefigura
tive tactics. As it happened with the principles that underpinned and
inspired the experiences of radical social movements in the 1960s, like
anti-statism, localism and self-management, which were then reconfig
ured and co-opted by capital forces to justify waves of urban regenera
tion through relaxed regulations, entrepreneurialism and free trade
zones (Kaminer, 2017), the critiques associated with prefigurative
movements have been reconfigured by actors and forces in pursuit of
programs and futures that contradict the ‘original’ anti-capitalist
agenda.

2.1.1. Resurgence of prefiguration: post-neoliberalism and territory
During the last decade, prefiguration resurfaced in the social move
ment and anarchist geographies literature to capture the emergence and
singularity of a new wave of urban dissent and confrontation (Diner
stein, 2014; Della Porta, 2015; Ince, 2012; Ouviña, 2013, Sitrin &
Azzellini, 2014). The spread of austerity measures, first through South
America and then Europe, consolidated a range of extra-parliamentary
movements that sought to recuperate their ability to transform terri
tories, environments and power relations (Webber, 2017). Urban col
lectives and organizations called for a devolution of powers and
self-government as a means of opposing the commodification of
everyday life. From community-run healthcare initiatives in Athens
(Dalakoglou, 2012) to recuperated factories in Buenos Aires (Sitrin,
2012); from neighbourhood organizations fighting repossessions in
Barcelona to the extension of rural schools by the MST in Brazil

2.2. Expansive forms of prefiguration and infrastructural repertoires
In peripheral settlements across Latin America, like in Monte Sinaí,
prefigurative scripts overlap and are performed by a plurality of agents
regularly pursuing competing programmatic agendas. The challenge to
representative agencies to plan and govern territorial processes and the
subsequent reclamation of the agency to transform everyday experience,
is not only performed by radical groups seeking to anticipate, in the
4
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present, a post-capitalist lifeworld. Self-management, and experimen
tation with alternative social and material relations, slogans derived and
developed within anarchic traditions (Ince, 2012), have been appro
priated, modified and applied by private developers prefiguring alter
native forms of planning to that of the state, by NGOs materializing their
own ideals of solidarity and poverty alleviation and by neighbourhood
collectives building infrastructures to manage their appearance and
circulation in the city. What is common in this expanded set of prefig
urative expressions is how the construction, transformation and gover
nance of infrastructural platforms, have become inextricably associated
with urban political practices.

entirely detached from productive processes (Harvey, 2001). But as
deregulation and privatization opened the construction and manage
ment of metabolic infrastructures as a source for profit and urbanization
demanded increasingly expansive logistical arrangements for extraction
and accumulation (Brenner & Schmid, 2015), capital began to use hin
terlands and urban land as a means of turning the future into an
extended platform for growth and reproduction. Simulations, smart city
laboratories and visual renderings of regeneration projects: the con
struction of probable futures filtrates the present impacting on land
prices, master plans and housing policies, advancing – in turn - the
development of novel financial instruments and regulatory frameworks
(Rolnik, 2019). In order to put this temporal disjunction in place, capital
demands greater degrees of freedom and autonomy (Easterling, 2016).
The radical tactics associated with prefigurative movements, the
anti-statism, the cry against representative structures and the experi
mentation with opposing futures in the present, mutate to inform,
through a process of displacement (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005), new
dynamics of capital accumulation.
Capital’s expansive freedoms are obtained through the absorption
and creation of new infrastructural networks for accumulation. These
platforms are put in place with the aid of novel government policies that
allow transnational corporate interests, local elites and political factions
to accelerate large scale territorial changes (Sassen, 2006). Exceptions to
planning and tax codes become the norm, special free zones are created
and private and enclosed geographies normalize the transfer of state
responsibilities (Janoschka, 2011). Land distribution and processes of
extraction are facilitated through private-public partnerships (Wilson &
Bayón, 2017), delineating a form of urbanization driven by imaginations
of development and regeneration that rest on greater deregulation, a
diminished commons, and a dis-articulation of representative structures.
The emplacement and expansion of smooth capital topographies re
quires integrated physical infrastructures to secure the transformation of
matter, its circulation and consumption (Swyngedouw, 2011). From
mines and ports, through pipes and cables, to malls, shops and dwell
ings: infrastructural space, as suggested by Easterling, rather than pro
ducing detached and singular nodes, establishes a code of practice. “Like
an operating system, the medium of infrastructure space makes certain
things possible and other things impossible … dictating the rules of the
game in the urban milieu” (Easterling, 2016, p. 14). Prefigurative tac
tics, rely and operate through the construction of parallel infrastructural
spaces that disrupt and bypass established institutional orderings,
turning experimentations and simulations into profitable endeavors
(Simone, 2015).

2.2.1. Infrastructures and prefiguration
Infrastructures capture the way material supports are mobilized to
entangle people, matter, space and imaginations (Amin, 2014; Harvey
and Knox, 2012; Larkin, 2013; Rao, 2014). They give consistency to
geographical scales, distributing labour and capital, putting a plurality
of human and non-human agencies in contact to instantiate modes of
circulation, production and habitation (Arboleda, 2016). From autono
mous free zones and logistic hubs, to platforms for the construction of
co-operative housing schemes and the arrangement of informal channels
of distribution and commercialisation: infrastructures have become both
a means and a pre-condition for humans to dwell and appear in space
(McFarlane & Silver, 2017), and a vehicle by which the circulation of
capital accelerates and processes of dispossession are reproduced
(Easterling, 2016). The contemporary process of urbanization, and its
politics, are increasingly entangled with and through the production and
governance of these overlapping infrastructural networks (Tonkiss,
2015).
For the inhabitants of peripheral settlements in Latin America, the
appearance into and circulation through urban fabrics is not organized
around stable and pre-established infrastructural and regulatory ar
rangements (Harvey and Knox, 2012). Transport platforms, systems of
provision and monetary flows cannot be taken for granted or assumed to
be running in the background through scripts, codes and norms engi
neered and enforced by authorized agencies and institutions. In
deprived barrios, the arrangement and configuration of improvised
infrastructural solutions give consistency to and project a series of pe
ripheral subjectivities, allowing those excluded from regularised and
fixed platforms, to become visible, appear and circulate in urban space
(Holston, 2019). Infrastructures bring together technical skills and
knowledges, collaborative networks and aspirations: they stand as ma
terial platforms from where survival tactics are arranged and popular
forms of entrepreneurialism are experimented with (Simone, 2004).
“What it is possible for people to do with each other”, states Simone, “…
is largely a question of what it is that exists between them, and how this
between can be shaped as active points of reference, connection and
anchorage” (2015: 375). Thus, sociality is underpinned by a set of in
frastructures that support and channel the prefiguration of alternative
socio-spatial relations to the ones crystallised under regimes of aban
donment and exclusion. They serve to actualise and expand what is
deemed possible and attainable in the present, giving shape to a form of
quotidian and quiet activism (Bayat, 2010). The practices employed in
the structuration of these popular infrastructures rely on a rehearsed and
distilled set of performances: a repertoire of socio-material adaptations
that serves to stabilize an integrated network of programs and
associations.
But infrastructures not only capture and frame the struggles,
mobility and desires of the uncounted. Multiple and contrasting infra
structural repertoires make visible the competing scripts that underpin
the production of space. Capital, private developers and construction
companies also rely on infrastructural arrangements and the multipli
cation of free zones to instantiate their prefigurative tactics (Easterling,
2016). Financial capitalism developed, from the 1980s, instruments to
transform the future into a domain for accumulation. Derivatives, se
curities and other forms of insurances generated a market of virtualities

2.3. Prefigurative urbanization and politics
The disputes over the production, access and distribution of in
frastructures not only point to the spatial and physical implications of
having to mediate and reproduce urban life through platforms, codes,
networks and conduits (McFarlane & Silver, 2017). They highlight a
profound political rearrangement. As forms of citizenship become
increasingly determined by the infrastructures we manage to get access
to (Simone, 2010) and the imaginations and projections of alternative
futures are weaved and articulated through the infrastructures we
manage to inscribe between us, the content and domain of politics is
transformed. As Berlant argues: “… the question of politics becomes
identical with the reinvention of infrastructures for managing the un
evenness, ambivalence, violence and ordinary contingency of contem
porary existence (2016: 374). Infrastructures are not merely fulfilling
the instrumental role of moving, transforming or entangling bodies and
things (Amin, 2014). As they become integral components of antagonic
socio-economic programs, they expose how issues of authority and
governance – for centuries crystalized around and delegated to the
workings of state apparatuses (Magnusson, 2013) – are now being
questioned and restructured through struggles over the absorption,
occupation or commodification of urban terrains.
5
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Prefigurative urbanization describes a territorial process where the
organizing role played by sovereign institutions and regulations is
replaced by sets of fragmented and competing infrastructural scripts,
activated by antagonic agencies. These scripts articulate geographical
scales and topographies that cut across fixed administrative units and
political circumscriptions. The construction, distribution and coding of
these infrastructural platforms prefigure other ways of organizing sociomaterial relations: some seeking to anticipate new means of accelerating
capital accumulation, others by extending networks of cooperation or
radically proposing to decommodify processes of production. Prefigu
rative urbanization illuminates how the disputes over the infrastructural
organization of urban settings is fostering a new form of urban politics.
Territorial formations are no longer exclusively structured through the
bureaucratic temporalities of representative institutions. Instead, urban
collectives, private developers and NGOs construct, in the present, the
needed infrastructural arrangements to govern or organize territorial
fragments. Prefigurative urbanization denotes a logic of producing space
in a post-democratic context (Swyngedouw, 2011), where representa
tive structures lack the ability to channel and implement alternatives to
the accelerated commodification of urban space and where, instead, a
plurality of agencies rely on the construction of infrastructures to
experiment with other ways of occupying urban space.

innovative normative frameworks supported the expansion of popular
economies, when it came to the construction of popular settlements, the
administration relied on public-private partnerships and delegated the
development of large urban projects, exclusively, to private developers,6
limiting the participation and involvement of key actors and
co-operatives from the popular economic sector.
The emergency zone of Monte Sinaí is shaped by urbanizing pro
cesses and practices that outstrip the narratives of modernization un
derpinning the government’s ‘regularization’ agenda. The settlement
pulsates and unfolds through a collection of self-managed, often loosely
regulated interventions, originating on the margins of representative
politics, creating a type of urbanism that expands or contracts around
the consolidation of contrasting infrastructural repertoires (Hernández
and Ramírez, 2012). If state agencies are involved, they become inte
grated in an ad-hoc manner, through on-site negotiations with
improvement committees, private developers or NGOs, often involving
circumventing regulations and established procedures. The infra
structural repertoires that are accelerating a form of prefigurative ur
banization in Monte Sinaí grow and consolidate by mobilizing the
remnants or traces of unfinished projects. Examples include the State’s
financial initiatives to support seamstresses to produce school uniforms,
which ended up prompting the construction of small textile workshops
(interview#10).
The following section describes how Monte Sinaí, after the 2010
National decree, is being shaped by a process of prefigurative urbani
zation. By looking at real estate projects, the infrastructures developed
by improvement committees, and the work and housing prototypes
developed by a local NGO, it describes how the unfolding of contrasting
infrastructural repertoires entangles different projects of selfmanagement, accumulation and anticipation.

3. Prefigurative urbanization in Monte Sinaí
The decree that established the security zone in Monte Sinaí in
December 2010 sought to stop what the government described as an
“uncontrolled process of urbanization” (Exec. Decree No 607, 2010)
Internal migrants settling on urban peripheries, occupied plots lacking
in basic infrastructure, often purchased from traffickers who would sell
fake land titles and proof of possession papers (Villavicencio, 2011, pp.
109–116). Between 2001 and 2010, the urbanized area of Guayaquil had
increased by 40.7%, whilst the population grew by 14% to almost 2.3
million (MIDUVI, 2015). Correa’s government established the security
zone in Monte Sinaí as a statement of intent. Declaring popular processes
of territorialization illegal was a way of strengthening the narrative of an
active and modernizing state: associating the enforcement of planning
regulations with imaginations of development. In practice, however, the
2010 decree inaugurated a process of urban exceptionalism, exacer
bating the difficulties shown by the state to enforce its monopoly and
control over regulatory and planning processes in Monte Sinaí.
The decree has to be analysed as an integral part of former President
Correa’s neo-developmentalist urban visions (Dávalos, 2014, Sousa
Santos, 2001). Since becoming president in 2007, Correa initiated a
period of social reforms, supported by revenues derived from renego
tiated oil contracts and a fierce process of foreign debt restructure.
Notions like modernization and development were amalgamated with
indigenous concepts like buen vivir (Sumak Kawsay) and communal
forms of production (Acosta, 2013). Protection of natural resources,
together with the promotion of popular economies and the formal
recognition of networks of solidarity, articulated a socio-economic
project that in its narrative sought to undermine the hegemony of
market relations, reverse the roll-back of the state, and position the
problem of equality at the centre of Ecuadorian politics (Sousa Santos,
2001). In terms of urbanization, the administration focused on tackling
the increasing housing deficit, modernizing local planning capabilities
and establishing a regulatory framework for the governance of territo
rial processes. According to recent figures, 45% of dwellings in Ecuador
have a qualitative deficit and a tenth of the housing stock is deemed to
be irrecoverable. In Guayaquil, by 2010, 20% of households were built
in informal settlements (MIDUVI, 2015).
Despite important results in reducing poverty rates, elevating the
minimum wage and diminishing the inequality gap, the Citizens’ revo
lution proved less effective in altering patterns of accumulation and
shifting away from extractivism as a central engine for economic
development (Webber, 2017; Wilson & Bayón, 2017). Even though

3.1. Prefiguring dispossession: infrastructures for accumulation
In 2014, after countless censuses and alterations to the norms and
procedures to determine who would benefit from new dwellings, which
families will see their existing houses upgraded and which will be
relocated to urbanized zones in Monte Sinaí, the Ministry of Develop
ment and Housing (MIDUVI) set out a master plan for the emergency
zone. Basic infrastructural solutions were to be constructed in stages: a
combination of public funds, a loan from the Inter-American Develop
ment Bank and private investments would transform one of the biggest
popular settlements in Ecuador.7 Variations of the typologies that had
been tested in Ciudad Victoria and Socio Vivienda I and II would provide
a template for the housing offer, securing, as stated by former president
Correa during one of his regular visits to the affected area “dignified and
affordable housing for all”.8
In terms of the financial architecture for the project, the government
planned on using an inherited policy from the 1990s, adapted from the
Chilean model: a housing bond. In this system, the central feature of
Correa’s social housing policy (inherited from previous
6
In December 2015 Correa’s administration passed a law that pushed for
ward a series of incentives for private-public associations, putting particular
emphasis on the development of large infrastructural projects and social
housing.
7
In an interview with a representative of the International Development
Bank in Ecuador, conducted at a seminar on normative aspects associated with
the ‘Right to the City’, the official spoke the urgency to start developing
infrastructural programs to spend U$70 million assigned for Monte Sinaí, but
the blueprints and the approvals from the Municipality of Guayaquil were not
ready.
8
During my visit to Socio Vivienda I and II in 2014, water and sanitation
infrastructure had not been finished, even though some residents had moved in.
Houses, that were assigned to families that were being relocated from the estero,
were vacant. A neighbor explained: “There is no jobs around here, no buses, and
it is not safe” (site visit 2).
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administrations), poor dwellers provide a small deposit (personal sav
ings) and a monthly repayment and the Government awards them a nonrepayable bond and the financial assistance to secure a mortgage to
purchase their houses. Through this model, construction and develop
ment companies that have the proper guarantees were the only ones, in
practice, who could accept the bond offered to dwellers. Local housing
associations and cooperatives could then administer the loan re
payments. The Ministry was in charge of making sure the basic infra
structural solutions would be put in place. However, tensions with the
Municipal government of Guayaquil, run by strong opposition leader,
Jaime Nebot, and complications related to the distribution of water and
sanitation infrastructure stalled, in 2015, the bidding process for hous
ing contracts.
In an attempt to accelerate the construction of new dwellings and
slowly transition to a post-exceptional period in Monte Sinaí, MIDUVI
looked for alternatives to tempt private developers with favourable
conditions, financial assistance and investment guarantees. The local
chamber for construction in Guayaquil, developers and investors were
presented with the opportunity to transform social housing construction
into a profitable endeavour. The emergency zone was broken into sec
tors, each to be developed in stages: renders and partial master plans
were constantly being recalibrated to accommodate requirements. It
was not until 2016 that the Municipality of Guayaquil recognised the
settlement as part of the city, updating cadastral records. In the office for
Guayaquil ecológico, the Ministry’s agency in charge of administering the
regulations and contracts for the transformation of Monte Sinaí, a
developer presented his vision for the emergency zone: saturating plots
with standard housing solutions, limiting communal spaces and disen
tangling the production of habitat from any form of support from local
co-operatives. When asked about the lack of green spaces, he stated: “I
need to maximise my return. The state can take care of parks” (interview
#4). This decoupling of dwelling, labour and construction – something
those working in the social division of the Ministry were clearly against9
- was repeated in Ciudad Victoria. There, as a builder was rendering
concrete blocks, we asked him if he resided in Monte Sinaí: “I don’t,” he
replied, “I am from Durán. We are building houses for builders who live
here and go out to work on other construction sites”, he laughed. Con
struction was outsourced to small firms with no connection with the
settlement. The folders with the plans, the internal dispositions
amending regulations, the certifications, stamps and renders: all
amounted to a blueprint of infrastructures for real-estate accumulation.
Absorbing small savings from relocated dwellers and their bonos, relying
on State’s guarantees, and transferring them to fuel the expansion of
gated communities across Samboronbón in the north of the city.
Experimental projects are then used as models to prefigure, in the pre
sent, ways in which poor geographies and social housing in the northwest of Guayaquil, can be transformed into a lucrative territory in
reserve, guaranteeing the multiplication of platforms and infrastructures
for surplus creation. The prefiguration of these residential arrange
ments, served to put pressure on the state to alter regulation and
accelerate the means and platforms for replicating similar initiatives.

Monte Sinaí for over 30 years. The materiality of houses in the neigh
bourhood is dominated by guadúa bamboo (Guadua angustifolia) and
layers of incremental adaptations: patchworks of bricks, reinforced
concrete columns and zinc (Fig. 2). As we walk through her house, she
proudly recounts how her material biography is entangled with her
political life in the neighbourhood. The lack of regular water provision
and constant electricity for the neighbours prompted her to form a
parallel community group to organize and secure improvements to
roads, services, houses and post-disaster and flooding assistance. “The
land traffickers, who had plotted this neighbourhood were always
threatening us, demanding monthly instalments for services that never
came …” (interview#2). Through the development of a small coopera
tive, Luz managed to purchase a new transformer, collecting the in
stalments herself. In Las Marías, the organization of people becomes an
infrastructure in itself (Simone, 2004). Their time, labour, and skills to
mend, adapt and transform their material surroundings are inescapably
linked to the networks of provision that exist in the neighbourhood, and
to the type of transformations that they afford. The practices and time
invested in the making of popular infrastructures are not mediated or
arranged through pure market logics. Even though dwellers strive to
secure access to monetized labour and commercial relations, for the vast
majority of those living in Las Marías, the reproduction of everyday
needs and the procurement of goods and services are organized around
exchange practices that do not conform to formal patterns of
commodification.
In Las Marías, money is not the only means through which exchange
equivalences are established. Time, labour, technical skills and favours
complement intermittent or failed capital circuits. The unfolding of
these practices defines the material consistency of the neighbourhood,
scripting forms of circulation and association that allows for anticipa
tory tactics to proliferate and a culture of adaptation and experimenta
tion to consolidate. They delimit a local cartography of infrastructural
supports drawn through the calibration of new equivalences between
time units and technical skills. Mabel explains the workings of these
equivalences through her shoe-making workshop: “With my daughter
we make school shoes, neighbours come and ask for them. We get other
things in exchange” (interview #5).
In Las Marías, imaginations and speculations about the future
permeate and script the tactics and practices that shape the present.
With basic infrastructural projects delayed, the neighbourhood seems,
on the surface, to be stagnated, halted and condemned to rhythms and
responses that are entirely alien and detached from everyday dynamics.
However, fears of relocation and demolition, “… qué te tumben la casa
[… for your house to be pulled down]” (#interview 3), force a constant
recalibration of investments, alignments and compromises. The ma
noeuvres that shape the community’s everyday are often linked with the
consolidation of local organizations and improvement committees and
their ability to enhance their negotiating powers. Standing in front of her
grocery store, Luz recalls: “[w]e have been asking for a communal space
for ages. We don’t have were to meet and discuss things” (interview #2).
These organizational tactics often rely on their capacity to display and
prefigure and improvise infrastructural and community platforms where
— at the present — there is none. For example, José, who has affiliations
with the Revolución Ciudadana, recounts how he helped to support small
textile initiatives in the area and small loans for local workshops to
produce school uniforms for primary schools. “Popular organization is
possible, there are opportunities for us”, he stated (interview #9). These
organizational efforts often provide the infrastructural support for pro
tests and campaigns. During the Habitat III conference held in Quito in
October 2016, local housing cooperatives staged a counter-gathering to
present their claims to the International Tribunal on Evictions and
protect their building rights (El Comercio, 2016).
In Monte Sinaí, incrementalism is underpinned by prefigurative in
terventions put in place by networks of neighbours and committees. The
accumulation of assets, like the illegal procurement of building mate
rials, or the capacity to generate surplus and savings for more substantial

3.2. Organization, temporality and prefiguration
Luz’s plot overlooks Las Marías, one of the barrios in Monte Sinaí.
From the hill top, you could see the skeleton of the new hospital being
built on the continuation of the Avenue La Casuarina. Luz has lived in
9
The notion of social habitat was often repeated by those in charge of
administering the relocation process. Andrea, who was in charge of coordi
nating the process of curating the survey of dwelling conditions in Monte Sinai
and had a long history of urban activism around housing rights, mentioned: “If
we don’t look at this as an integral problem, thinking about jobs, education,
transport as well as housing – and we don’t include the neighbours in the de
cision, they will leave the houses empty” (interview#13).
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Fig. 2. Halted projects. Action-Research project in Monte Sina. Incremental architectures in Las Marías. (IMAGE HERE).

renovation projects or a small commercial enterprise, are often depen
dent on the capacity of the individual to become entangled with small
collectives that instantiate – through direct action – infrastructural
change. This is the case of María. She received entrepreneurship training
with HdC. Together with a group of neighbours they set up a small
business in the front of her house to make coconut sweets. A table on
trellises, a gas canister, an adapted camping burner stove, a copper pot
and the plastic bags to distribute the sweets. A simple infrastructural
arrangement turned into a repertoire for participating in urban net
works. “This is all we need, but when it rains we can’t produce. The front
porch floods” (interview #8). The intervention is not radical: is not
undermining the endurance and reproduction of wider capitalist dy
namics. However, the initiative provides a modest income, helps her to
build a direct relationship with members of the NGO who also admin
ister and distribute micro-credits. María has become a nexus between
local women, the NGO and government officials. The accumulative
benefits that she obtained from the initiative; the extra income, the
opportunity to share child-care, relied on a prefigurative intervention:
the instantiation of a present with greater degrees of connections,
opening up a space of production, that altered the prescribed use of her
dwelling, transforming it into a popular infrastructure. Far from pro
jecting a more egalitarian vision of the future, these prefigurative in
terventions give consistency to modes of exchange and production.
These articulated popular infrastructures illustrate the workings and
traces of urban subjectivities and give consistency to local organizations
that demand a voice and presence in the urban future of Monte Sinaí.

forms of containment rely on the capacity of collectives to organize and
sustain mingas. The mingas were originally a form of organizing com
munity labour within indigenous populations (Korovkin, 2001). In pe
ripheral settlements, where upgrading and the material alterations of
dwellings is an integral dimension of everyday life, mingas determine
forms of inclusion and exclusion (Kalufus, 2010). The involvement
within these networks frames a distinct form of urban politics where the
capacity to appear and dwell in space is determined by the material
platforms that people managed to inscribe between them. The consoli
dation of a repertoire of infrastructural possibilities and the dwellers’
ability ‘to be hooked in’ to them (Simone, 2010, p. 125). As a form of
organized voluntary labour, the mingas enact a form of prefigurative
urbanization, where through the production of self-managed in
frastructures, improvement committees overcome the limitations of
representative structures to govern territorial processes of upgrading
and organize platforms for urban inclusion.
The mingas rely and unfold around infrastructural repertoires: tested
and rehearsed material interventions to transform existing dwelling
conditions. Susana has transformed the front of her house into a small
kiosk. As she organizes the small window that serves as a shop display,
she recounts the collective arrangements made to secure water provision
and to increase levels of security on the street. “We have come together
to arrange the frequency of the water truck. We managed to get a good
price, but it is still too expensive. We are now trying to get bigger tanks
so we can store more water” (interview#12). The cost of water and the
possibilities for improvement are topics of daily conversation. Tactics to
procure affordable and better pumps are shared and discussed within the
improvement committee: design solutions are copied across streets. “In
this street, we all have the septic tanks in the same place. We get the
water from the same truck” (ibid.). The same networks were used to
improve the security infrastructure on her street. Individual tactics serve
to protect private premises, the shop and merchandise: iron railings and
locks usually stand out as material signs for small commercial enter
prises. But for the street, the improvement committee introduced con
crete bollards and entry barriers. “It is not much, but it helped us protect
our kids. They can play on the street and we can control traffic [circu
lation]” (ibid.). It is through and around this infrastructural repertoire
that committees and co-operatives articulate their engagement with
state emissaries and agencies.
Inside her house, at the top of the hill, Luz enumerates a list of
struggles that have been evidently rehearsed and presented to a plethora

3.3. Infrastructural repertoires, mingas and the politics of recognition
The improvement committees and cooperatives proliferate across
Monte Sinaí: most of them cover no more than 15 or 20 blocks and they
are commonly run and administered by women. Mabel tells a similar
story to Luz of how advancement in service provision and the circulation
of building knowledge, served to organize her group close to neigh
bourhood La Trinidad. The internal walls in her house reflect accumu
lation patterns: periods of advancement and progress and times of
scarcity and loss. The story of the half-finished concrete column with
exposed reinforcement is linked to networks of solidarity and communal
labour. The actions of the committees and cooperatives, demarcate ge
ographies of containment that are sustained through the voluntary
enrolment of neighbours, their dedication and their time. These local
8
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of public officials and NGOs. She recounts the endless submissions of
“folders with copies of documents” to regularize their land tenure. In Las
Marías, the state circulates through fragments of regulations, decrees
and norms enunciated by state emissaries and through a convoluted,
never linear, paper trail that connects the peripheries with Ministerial
offices in the Province of Guayas: the movement of personal folders —
replete with birth and poverty certificates, proof of occupation, receipts
and property documents — establishes a regime of visibility that allows,
on the one hand, for dwellers and their material possessions and edifi
cations to become recognised and counted and on the other hand, it
provides the state an instrument for mapping and managing vulnerable
populations. But the temporalities of the state, the monthly meetings
with members of the social division of the Ministry of Urban Develop
ment and housing regarding the delayed process of tenure regularization
and the assessment of the dwellings’ physical conditions and the visits
by representatives of the Ministry of Health, are experienced as singular
events in a terrain where everyday routines are structured around pre
figurative interventions that address infrastructural deficits.
The labour and time put to develop these infrastructures, their reach
and scope, serve to problematize what is often criticized as the parochial
or non-scalable dimensions of the everyday and auto-construction. The
local committees that provide an infrastructure to gather, accumulate
and circulate information regarding families’ material status are the
platform that connect Monte Sinaí with official bureaucracies and other
cooperatives. The living rooms where the meetings take place, serve as
platforms from where the possibilities and alternatives for securing a
safe and stable manner of appearing in the city are imagined and tested
(Fig. 3). The spatiality of dwellings, the materiality of folders, the time of
local community organisers and the circulation of public officials, de
velops into an unstable infrastructure for recognition. A community of
practice that allows dwellers — through the consistency afforded by
their actions, labour and paper trail — to fight and struggle for visibility.
In peripheral settlements like Monte Sinaí, these intermittent platforms
for recognition fill the vacuum left by normative visions of citizenship
that focus — exclusively — on rights, demands and responses to qualify
and delimit a political relation. Infrastructures of recognition point to a
temporality of politics that dismisses the prominence acquired by
representative arrangements and introduces the logic of praxis, direct
intervention and prefiguration as a means of resolving and projecting
their subject position within the settlement. They point to a recalibra
tion: positioning infrastructural repertoires and their involvement in the
production urban territory as a constitutive dimension of urban politics.

spaces. Programs associated with food provision and self-sufficiency led
to the building of testing ground for small allotments, aquaponics and
fish-farms. The mission was to supplant the absolute absence of the state
with organizational networks that could promote and consolidate a
community of faith. Infrastructures for learning, exchange and cooper
ation, would compensate for the lack of public works and institutions
and prefigure other visions of modernization, strengthening their pres
ence in the neighbourhood and consolidating their negotiating position
in front of the state and funding bodies.
But the program the NGO became most associated with was their
emergency housing project. As soon as the NGO established itself in
Monte Sinaí, they began developing construction systems out of bamboo
panels. Mirroring the building practices and materialities used by
dwellers, HdC sought to standardize and industrialize the production of
bamboo panels, developing a typology that could be easily assembled
and modified by dwellers. Setup at the entrance of the expanded com
pound, close to the Casuarina Avenue, the production line is surrounded
by several prototypes. The plant’s director and the head of the social
programs take me through the different stages of assembly: “Trucks
come in from our bamboo farms 200 km away and they go out with flatpacked houses.” If autonomy and self-management were presented as a
response to the reproduction of vulnerable subjectivities, the provision
of affordable housing solutions became the central material medium to
achieve it. The possibility of establishing a small workshop by partici
pating in training programs offered by HdC, the chance of accessing
financial assistance to expand your dwelling or support a small com
mercial initiative, relied and revolved around the house. The propaga
tion of faith proposed by the NGO, was done through the consolidation
of popular dwellings and infrastructures.
The 2010 decree challenged the NGO’s position in the settlement: the
ease by which dwellers could procure the components to erect new
dwellings threatened the government’s capacity to enforce the ban on
new buildings. The houses produced by the NGO were deemed ‘pre
carious’ and at odds with the modernizing efforts allegedly proposed by
the State. Underpinning this dispute, were tensions regarding contrast
ing visions for autonomy and self-sufficiency.
The learning, financial and dwelling infrastructures put in place by
the NGO confronted the models of popular economy and regeneration
strategies supported by the national government. Through training and
housing programs, the NGO sought to prefigure a form of peripheral
urbanization, allowing dwellers to break patterns and regimes of
dispossession, low-intensity forms of citizenship and precarity through
their connection with infrastructures for self-sufficiency. Even though
HdC ascribed to the principles of buen vivir stated in the national
development program, it was associated by them with different objec
tives. Dignity, poverty alleviation and platforms for self-improvement
differed from the imagined macro-transformations of redistribution,
modernization and development present in the Revolución ciudadana’s
narrative.

3.4. Infrastructures of self-sufficiency: prefiguration and NGOs
Until the decree of late 2010, parts of Monte Sinaí – particularly the
new invasions that made up what was to become the security zone - fell
outside formal institutional jurisdiction. They were not officially rec
ognised by the Municipality of Guayaquil and did not form part of any
holistic national upgrading or urbanization program. Fuelled by waves
of internal migration from the coast (Moser, 2009) and those escaping
conflict in Colombia, Monte Sinaí grew following no plan. In 1971,
Jesuit missionaries – members of the Ecuadorian hub of Hogar de Cristo
(HdC) – began working in the settlement. From the beginning, the poor
framed their mission: to share their evangelical teachings with those
“who are not vulnerable, but are being made vulnerable” (HdC, 2012:
12).
The NGO operated through a principle of justice that subordinated
ideas about redemption to the arrangement of self-managed solutions.
The focus was not on framing demands to the state but on developing
cultures of autonomy, auto-construcción and small-scale practices of
entrepreneurship. For that, over the years, they established a local
school, training workshops for women and micro-finance initiatives. The
strategy of gaining territorial presence, seemed achievable only through
a balanced expansion of programs and infrastructures. The ideal of
trying to multiply local leaders, required teaching rooms and supporting

3.5. Counter-master plans or prefiguration through prototypes
The opposing views between MIDUVI and the HdC regarding the
means and purpose of settlement upgrading had translated into mea
sures limiting the housing operations of the NGO, and delays and pa
ralysis in terms of implementation. In 2014, changes at the Ministry, and
the urgency to show material results, opened an opportunity to revisit
the relation between institutions. It was in this context, and as part of a
funded initiative by the Ecuadorian research agency, that a team from
the University of [ ] set out to work with improvement committees, HoC
and MIDUVI, to present an alternative to the Master Plan. From the
beginning the intention was to prefigure a different form of conceiving
the production of housing, dismantling the institutionalized binary be
tween developer and beneficiary, transforming the role the latter plays
in the process. The project was structured around four principles: a) the
disruption and democratization of the construction process: this entailed
9
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Fig. 3. Living room in La Trinidad. (IMAGE HERE).

residents not only in the construction process but also in the
manufacturing of the housing panels. The team produced building
manuals and architectural models to socialize the typology. The pro
totypes were not conceived as a mere showroom of a design iteration.
They stood as a prefiguration of other means of envisioning the pro
duction of housing and self-building initiatives10.
An agreement was signed between the NGO and the Ministry to build
more than 300 units in Las Marías. A workshop with neighbours was
organized to discuss the benefits and limitations of the typologies: sug
gestions and amendments were made to adjust and modify the designs.
By February 2015, the terrain for the first 80 units was leveled. How
ever, by the end of February 2015 the economic situation in Ecuador had
changed. Low oil prices were restricting the fiscal ability of the state to
continue with redistributive policies. By March, a new Minister was put
in place and the window to experiment with alternative housing policies
and ways of materializing the right to the city, was closed. The NGO was
no longer considered a suitable construction partner: the amendment to
the policy of social housing that allowed for non-for profit organizations
to be recognised as suitable construction companies (fostered by the
initiative), was reversed. In April, in one of the regular Saturday public
gatherings held by the president, he announced a radical shift in housing
policy, tempting private developers with subsidized rates in order for
them to propose new housing schemes:
“Before [the oil crisis] the priority was to use construction to support
the poorest, now the priority is to use construction to sustain economic
dynamism … The new program of loans we are announcing today is for
the middle classes”(Correa, 2015). In his last visit to Monte Sinaí as
president, Correa apologized to the residents that had gathered outside
the newly inaugurated Hospital, the one visible from Luz’s house.
Sudden interruptions, breakdowns of relations, and collapse of
financial strategies are a constitutive dimension of prefigurative exper
iments. Their endurance and scalability are not assured. However, ex
periments like the prototypes and other interventions leave alongside
their material trace, learnt lessons, rehearsed repertoires of practices
and actions, that stand as sediments; they – regardless of their success –
manage to articulate and expose, processes of accumulation, forms of
exclusion and patterns of fragmentation. They advance a form of

involving the community in the production of building components,
creating the possibility for cooperatives to be recognised as legitimate
construction companies; b) expanding the role of local improvement
committees to allow them to administer factories for building compo
nents within Monte Sinaí, dislocating the preconceived role of periph
eral dwellers as mere recipients of state-aid and turning them into active
and generative producers of urban environments; c) creating a catalogue
of standard parts made out of materials known to the community to
develop adaptable and incremental housing and infrastructural typol
ogies; and finally d) embedding notions of scalability into the project by
positioning the multiplication of community controlled factories, and
not housing units, as the principle through which to project the imple
mentation of the Master Plan for Monte Sinai.
To prefigure this counter-model to the Master Plan, we established a
collaborative platform with HoC, to develop a series of productive
dwellings. Based on the material ethnographies, the research on the
factory’s production line and discussions with community leaders, the
team designed a flexible typology that could expand from 50m2 to
75m2, using a set of standardized panels cement-rednered bamboo
panels. The aim was to utilize the potentialities of bamboo, harvested in
a farm owned by the NGO 200 km away from the factory, combined with
a fire-proof concrete shaft. The NGO, with technical support from the
University team and funding from the Ministry, agreed to build three
different prototypes (Fig. 2). The prototypes sought to challenge two
widespread assumptions regarding slum upgrading processes that were
underpinning the Master Plan put forward by the Ministry. First, the
prototypes dismantled restrictive conceptions of the dwelling. By
embedding the possibility of expansions and allowing for the liberation
of the bottom floor for a plurality of commercial and productive activ
ities, the team presented a material alternative that supported the
generative use of dwelling spaces. The typology not only facilitated
processes of incremental adaptations, but also provided the infra
structural support for workshops, fish-farming, and urban agriculture.
Second, the prototypes sought to prefigure other ways of configuring the
production of housing solutions. Instead of relying exclusively on sub
sidizing demand and guaranteeing through secured loans the profit
ability of private developers, the project not only legitimized the agency
of other ways of building, it presented a means for local communities to
be in control of the constructive technologies and material procurement
needed for the Master Plan. The prototypes showed how local,
community-based factories could produce housing, involving local
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urbanization that is not linear and that it builds on the tests and in
frastructures that prefigurative interventions, from social movements
and improvement committees but also developers and NGOs, rely on to
manifests themselves in space.

infrastructures for recognition set-up by improvement committees
seeking to configure collaborative networks for service provision, and
infrastructures for self-management articulated by a local NGO looking
to empower the poor through entrepreneurship and auto-construction,
to platforms calibrated to turn peripheral land into opportunities for
accumulation: infrastructures are turned into the material mediums
through which to challenge and circumvent the politics of representative
institutions and prefigure other models of territorial configurations. The
question of how we construct and govern of urban infrastructures, from
productive dwellings to decentralized electricity networks, is forcing an
actualization of urban politics (Minuchin, 2016). As illustrated through
the organizations and practices that operate and circulate in Monte
Sinaí, urban infrastructures have become a defining feature of a trans
formed repertoire of contention. The performances and rehearsed set of
tactics used to channel demands and articulate protest cycles (Tilly,
2010), are now focused on the possibilities and alternatives that
self-administered infrastructures can provide in terms of accumulation,
recognition, survivability. Politics is practices and performed through
the prefiguration of urban infrastructures.
Prefigurative urbanization emerges in a context when the struggles
over the control, dissemination and access to the infrastructures needed
to reproduce urban life, delimit the centre ground of politics. When the
making of urban subjectivities, the structuring of patterns of sociability,
and regimes of accumulation are being increasingly articulated by ma
terial arrangements and infrastructural spaces not fully controlled or
governed by legitimately delegated forms of authority. Prefigurative
forms of urbanization do not unfold through distinct morphological
patterns: they are distinguished by the conflictive expansion of opposing
self-managed zones, each with different programs and patterns of
admission, rejecting the protracted temporalities of planning, and
establishing the immediacy of the present as the political time par
excellence.

4. Conclusions
The 2010 decree that banned the construction of new dwellings and
the circulation of building materials in Monte Sinaí, far from imposing –
through a state of exception -the sovereignty of a central government to
plan and regulate a security zone, prompted the transformation of the
popular settlement into an experimental terrain, where competing forms
of self-management and autonomy became instrumental for planning
and governing regimes of accumulation, dispossession and inclusion.
The legal banning of construction practices, laid bare – through its
normative exclusion – how instrumental the production of infra
structural mediums had become for organizing not only urban processes
but also political life in a peripheral settlement. The urban was no longer
being planned, but prefigured.
The difficulties surrounding the enforcement of the decree, signaled
the practical limitations of the neo-developmentalist imaginations
promulgated by the Citizen’s revolution and the shortcomings of a
modernizing agenda that in practice relied solely on the promise of
public-private partnerships. More importantly, it accentuated the
dislocation between the established institutional arrangements, pre
pared to channel demands associated with patterns of collective con
sumption (through the bureaucracy of planning technologies), and the
practices of a plurality of actors who sought in the immediate trans
formation of urban territories, a means of advancing and consolidating
political tactics and identities. Instead of the folders, procedures, sig
natures, master plans, evaluations and stamps associated with the tim
ings and authority of the central government’s agenda, developers,
NGOs, and improvement committees interposed their urgency to
reclaim the right to build and modify terrains, their direct involvement
in the development of autonomous infrastructures and their ability to
anticipate – in the present – their needs, ambitions and programs.
Autonomy and anticipation, once constitutive dimensions of anar
chic repertoires seeking to prefigure the experimentation of postcapitalist and libertarian relations, are now being mobilized into
opposing scripts, giving shape to an ever-expanding set of urban ter
rains. Prefigurative tactics, originally deployed to transform organiza
tions, social relations and identities, are now being appropriated,
adapted and reconfigured to instantiate other forms of governing the
logistics of urban processes and people’s access to infrastructural spaces.
The current pandemic accelerated and multiplied the spread of plat
forms that prefigure other ways of organizing commerce, care, educa
tion, and solidarity. Across Latin America, urban space is being rewired
through opposing and conflictive infrastructural visions. Established
digital infrastructures, like Mercado libre, are disrupting financial and
commercial practices, by commodifying a virtual territory of exchange,
capturing surpluses through sorting, distribution, and credit. Concomi
tantly, urban social movements, like in Rosario (Argentina), are pushing
for the creation of a publicly owned digital infrastructures and the
possibility of using it to prefigure an urban economy where the differ
entiations between social economic enterprises and small local busi
nesses are bridged through a virtual commons.
The original conceptualization of prefigurative tactics focused on the
disruption of everyday life and the experience of post-capitalist re
lations. However contemporary appropriations of the term, have moved
from being a form of collective practice, to a logic of producing and
organizing urban space. In this transition, the ideological prominence of
prefigurative practices is replaced by the spatial implications of urban
infrastructures. As urbanism becomes increasingly associated with
infrastructural processes and state agencies — at every government scale
— see their capacities to plan and regulate terrains challenged and
transformed, antagonistic prefigurative projects emerge. From
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